CHEAC Recommended Parking – Downtown Sacramento

1500 K Street
Rates: each 20 minutes = $2.00; hourly = $6.00; daily maximum = $24.00
Distance to RCRC Conference Room: 0.2 mi
Distance to The California Endowment: ~325 ft

1520 K Street
Rates (cash only): each 20 minutes = $1.75; hourly = $5.25; daily maximum = $20.00
Distance to RCRC Conference Room: 0.2 mi
Distance to The California Endowment: ~350 ft

1414 I Street
Rates: $10.00 (flat rate)
Distance to RCRC Conference Room: 0.3 mi
Distance to The California Endowment: 0.2 mi

Memorial Garage (801 14th Street)
Rates: each half hour = $1.50; daily maximum = $15.00; early bird (in by 9:30 am, out after 4:00 pm) = $6.00
Distance to RCRC Conference Room: 0.3 mi
Distance to The California Endowment: 0.3 mi

Hyatt Regency Parking Garage (1209 L Street – enter on 12th Street)
Rates: each 20 minutes = $2.00; daily maximum = $24.00
Distance to RCRC Conference Room: ~200 ft
Distance to The California Endowment: 0.3 mi

Lot D (1255 I Street)
Rates: $10.00 (flat rate; purchase between 6:00 am – 4:00 pm)
Distance to RCRC Conference Room: 0.3 mi
Distance to The California Endowment: 0.4 mi

Capitol Garage (1303 10th Street)
Rates: each half hour = $1.50; daily maximum = $20.00
Distance to RCRC Conference Room: 0.2 mi
Distance to The California Endowment: 0.4 mi

City Hall Garage (1000 I Street)
Rates: each half hour = $1.50; daily maximum = $20.00
Distance to RCRC Conference Room: 0.3 mi
Distance to The California Endowment: 0.5 mi